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ABSTRACT Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are nowadays an important component of most industrial
infrastructures and materialize the integration of control systems with advanced information technologies.
Commonly, they aggregate distinct communication platforms and networked devices or nodes with different
capabilities and goals. The resulting increase in complexity has inevitably brought into playing new
challenges, namely, on the physical world and cyber space. In these systems, the development and gaining of
state awareness and how to deal with the inherent vulnerabilities of the overall system are essential and also
challenging. In this paper, the problem of resilience enhancement in CPSs is addressed based on a hierarchical
multi-agent framework that is implemented over a distributed middleware, in which each agent carries out
specific tasks. Physical and cyber vulnerabilities are taken into account, and state and context awarenesses of
the whole system are targeted. The proposed framework ensures a minimum level of acceptable performance
in case of physical disturbances and malicious attacks, as demonstrated by experiments on an IPv6-based
test-bed.

INDEX TERMS Resilience, context awareness, distributed system, multi-agents, performance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed networked-based controllers are becoming
widely used in industrial plants, such as power generation
units, oil refineries and chemical plants [1]. This technology
consists of a wide range of heterogeneous devices with sev-
eral levels of resources, which are interconnected through net-
working infrastructures [2]. The migration of these systems
into a cyber space, bridging the cyber world of computing
and communication with the physical world, led to a new
paradigm, commonly referred to as Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems (CPSs) [3]. Essentially, CPSs consist of the integration
of computing technologies, networking infrastructures and
exogenous systems, aiming to monitor and control physical
processes [4].

A typical CPS architecture comprises two main layers,
including the physical layer and the cyber counterpart. The
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physical layer materializes an intelligent network of sensors
and actuators, which is required to collect information from
the environment and to actuate on a given physical sys-
tem, whereas the cyber layer represents the decision-making
framework and the communication infrastructure [5]. In large
industrial control systems, the cyber layer is typically
composed of a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system [6].

The integration orchestrated and mediated by CPSs poses
a number of challenges in the context of supervision sys-
tems. Although these systems can allow the accommodation
of some uncertainties and disturbances, in particular on the
physical part, this is not the case with cyber space distur-
bances. Hence, a dedicated framework is needed for dealing
with cyber, cognitive and human complex interdependencies,
which altogether enhance the potential for faulty events,
malfunctions and failures, and tend to exacerbate security
vulnerabilities [7]. As such, critical vulnerabilities should be
firstly identified and taken into account when designing a
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supervision system, which should be provided with efficient
processing of information and allow a correct assessment of
the system behavior.

Security in CPSs has become a major concern in the last
few years [8]. Malicious actors may exploit cyber vulnerabil-
ities in order to mask the degradation of physical systems or
injecting incorrect data to decision-making levels, regarding,
for instance, the current system status or other critical func-
tional information [9], [10]. Some reported malicious attacks
on CPSs have shown that traditional protection/security
mechanisms are not robust enough to accommodate or mit-
igate attacks. It should be mentioned that the current dis-
tributed networked control systems have not been designed
to inherently include effective measures to deal with cyber
attacks. They just rely on their supposedly anonymity to
remain safe (see e.g. [11]–[13]).

This new class of control problems, however, requires a
holistic and cross-layered approach, incorporating protec-
tion mechanisms in the design stage to deal with physical
faults and, particularly, cyber vulnerabilities within the over-
all system and thus enhancing the networked supervision
robustness.

The concept of resilience has been proposed to deal with
this kind of problems [14], [15]. In the context of CPSs,
resilience stresses the ability to accommodate faults or events,
which otherwise may compromise the stability of the sys-
tem and the underlying teleonomy [16]. Moreover, in the
design stage, resilient frameworks should also consider all
possible threats, namely physical and cyber threats, while
maintaining an acceptable level of operational normalcy [17].
Here, threats are events that can hamper operational nor-
malcy, destabilize networked control systems and degrade the
closed loop system performance, includingmalicious attacks,
human errors and complex latencies, along with interdepen-
dencies, network component malfunctions or communication
breakdowns [18]. In this context, a given resilient networked
control system over a distributed communication network
is expected to be kept in operation with an acceptable per-
formance, even in the case of faults, disruptions or attacks.
This refers to the ability to ensure that system outputs are
within acceptable operating thresholds, and that the normal
operation of the system can ultimately be restored. If, despite
of a local fault or attack, the system is capable of maintaining
a given admissible performance, the whole system is referred
as being resilient.

The association of Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) with
CPSs and distributed control has gained considerable atten-
tion in the last few years [19], [20]. In literature one can find
a number of surveys reporting recent advances in this context,
along with theoretical design principles (see e.g. [21]–[23]).
Additionally, the need for resilience enhancement has been
stressed in some studies [24]–[26].

With respect to resilience compliance in CPSs, some
research directions rely on centralized architectures, making
use of machine learning techniques, such as fuzzy logic,
neural networks and data mining and also knowledge fusion.

In [27], a centralized architecture based on a neuro-fuzzy
data fusion engine is proposed to improve state awareness.
It provides real-time monitoring and analysis of complex
critical systems. Input data from multiple sources are fused
and combined into a robust anomaly indicators. Addition-
ally, a neural network-based signal prediction is used to pro-
vide state-awareness in temporary unavailability of sensors.
Centralized approaches are, however, somehow difficult to
implement in heterogeneous environments, in which commu-
nication channels can also suffer frommalfunctions and other
disruptive events.

As for decentralized architectures, resilience can be
improved based on models of system components, along with
data quality metrics [28], [29], or by relying on agent-based
techniques [30]–[32]. An autonomous decentralized resilient
monitoring system able to dynamically adapt and to be recon-
figured, depending on current conditions, is proposed in [28].
In this work, a data qualitymeasure is associatedwith sensors,
and process variables are estimated based on sensor measure-
ments. This framework, however, requires modeling all the
components of the system, as well as data quality metrics,
which can be difficult to fulfill in a real distributed heteroge-
neous network. In [32], an integrated diagnostic and control
strategy is proposed, founded on an agent-based design to
ensure resilience in terms of stability and efficiency. This
paper proposes a theoretical framework based on a three layer
architecture, being its functionalities, hardware independence
and intelligence also discussed. The proposed intelligent
techniques may, however, be difficult to implement in some
components of a heterogeneous network, such as on wireless
nodes.

The problem of resilience enhancement in Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSNs) has also been considered in several
works (see e.g. [33], [34]). In [33], an intelligent resilient
control architecture for a wireless networked control sys-
tem is proposed. It focusses on the quality of control,
by relying on an intelligent resilient control algorithm that
ensures operational normalcy in face of wireless interfer-
ence events, such as radio frequency jamming or signal
blocking. This algorithm, however, takes only into account
the WSN part, while the other components of a CPS are
neglected.

Although several approaches have been suggested for
improving resilience, many of them only focus on specific
issues and scenarios, not taking into account the system
as a whole. In addition, some of them are only concerned
with physical aspects of the exogenous system, by apply-
ing Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) specific algorithms
and heuristics [28], [29], while others just address particular
aspects of the cyber part [35], [36]. All these approaches have
limitations in terms of implementation over a heterogeneous
and distributed environment, where components do not pos-
sess the same resources. Finally, it should be mentioned that,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is not straightforward
to find empirical studies regarding the implementation of
resilience enhancement techniques on CPSs. Considering the
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of a cyber-physical system.

limitations of current methodologies, there is a clear lack of
solutions not only for deploying the required mechanisms to
specific devices and hardware, but also to the system under
monitoring and control.

This paper proposes enhancement resilience framework for
complex CPSs, consisting of a diversity of distributed phys-
ical devices, in the context of heterogeneous communication
networks. The approach makes use of a MAS embedded on a
distributed middleware. Each agent is tailored for executing
specific tasks, adapting its behavior and reacting accordingly,
depending on its location and environmental changes. The
architecture includes dedicated functionalities to keep a per-
manent awareness of the status and context of the overall
system. The proposed architecture is assessed through exper-
iments carried out on a IPv6-based CPS test-bed comprising
several distributed devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses the architecture of CPSs, including the main security
vulnerabilities and threads. Section III describes the proposed
approach for resilience enhancement and discusses the under-
lying multi-agent architecture. Section IV presents a case
study based on a test-bed comprising a benchmark three-tank
system and several distributed devices, while in Section V the
main conclusions are drawn.

II. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Cyber-Physical Systems consist of the integration of compu-
tational systems, networking and physical processes. These
architectures are commonly represented by three main lay-
ers, including the physical, network and application layers,

as sketched in Fig. 1. The physical layer can be split further
into two layers. One representing the physical infrastructure,
which comprises the exogenous system under control or
monitoring, and another associated with sensors and actu-
ators, which hosts all the required devices responsible for
reading the environment and delivering control actions. The
network layer implements the data transmission and mediates
the interaction between the application layer and physical
layer. On the other hand, the communication infrastructure
supports communication between components of the system,
including sensors, actuators and other integrated devices.
Given the heterogeneity of these systems, different commu-
nication networks can coexist, such as, for instance, dis-
tributed low power wireless networks or TCP/IP networks,
which are virtualised through the underlying network layer.
These heterogeneous networks are interconnected through
gateways, which are represented by the gateway layer. This
layer can, in addition, include dispatchers to coordinate the
communications over Wireless Sensor and Actuator Net-
works (WSANs) or routers to relay information delivered
to destination devices. Finally, the application layer aggre-
gates all the distributed applications found in a given CPS.
It concerns software packages devoted to specific functions,
such as for monitoring and remote control, management of
network and agents, databases and Human Machine Inter-
face (HMI) platforms, just to name out a few. In essence,
they provide a user with several functionalities, allowing the
abstraction of received data and enabling, somewhat transpar-
ently, the interaction between networks, devices and physical
infrastructures.
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TABLE 1. Security threats in cyber-physical systems layers [39]–[41].

A. SECURITY VULNERABILITIES
The integration of many different devices in a CPS inherently
has the potential of increasing the overall system vulnerabil-
ity to faults and malicious attacks. In the following, some
of the main vulnerabilities in a general CPS are discussed
(see e.g. [37], [38]).

1) ISOLATION ASSUMPTION
Conventional design approach is propped up on the reliabil-
ity and dependability paradigm. According to this concept,
security issues in CPSs are not taken into account, as they
are considered isolated from external environments, resulting
from that there are no communication points with non-local
networks. However, current CPSs are no longer shielded
from external information sharing and,most importantly, they
increasingly rely on open standard protocols, such as TCP/IP.
Therefore, CPSs are inevitably becoming more and more
vulnerable to intrusions and malicious attacks.

2) EXTENDED CONNECTIVITY
The growing need for interconnecting CPSs devices has
led to the incorporation of services that commonly rely on
open networks andwireless technologies. The combination of
proprietary protocols designed for closed networks, together
with standard open protocols and shared networks, have given
rise to additional security vulnerabilities.Malicious attackers,
by exploiting protocol and network vulnerabilities, can effec-
tively target and compromise CPSs.

3) HETEROGENEITY
A critical issue regarding CPSs vulnerabilities involves the
heterogeneity of embedded blocks. Different hardware com-
ponents, such as sensors, actuators and sub-systems, together
with software packages of different nature, either proprietary
or commercial, for monitoring and controlling are typically
incorporated in CPSs. As a result, each component and the
corresponding integration, has its own security fragilities,
which impact the overall CPS resilience.

4) MULTIPLE ACCESS
In a CPS, the generation, use and modification of data can be
concurrently executed by multiple applications. This leads to
an additional source of exposures, in terms of access control

and authorization mechanisms. Moreover, the presence of a
large number of remotely accessible field devices, which can
be compromised by hacking actions, is another real concern.

5) PHYSICAL EXPOSURE
The physical exposure of CPSfield devices, including sensors
and actuators, deployed over large areas is itself a vulner-
ability. In case of inadequate physical surveillance, these
devicesmay become vulnerable to physical tampering or even
sabotage.

B. SECURITY THREATS
Taking into account the aforementioned vulnerabilities, CPSs
are inherently a target for cyber and physical attacks. Table 1
shows, by layer, the main known attacks on CPSs [39]–[41].

Recent literature on this subject shows that the main inci-
dents in cyber-physical infrastructures have occurred at the
application layer level. Al-Mhiqani et al. [40] reported eigh-
teen different CPS significant incidents between 2010 and
2017. The majority of these security events are associated
with viruses, target attacks and account hijacking. These
attacks intended to disrupt systems and extract sensitive data.
The same conclusions can be drawn from [42], in which
359 industrial cyber-physical companies (e.g. manufactures,
oil and gas, energy, government) in 21 countries across the
world were interviewed. They reported that the main cause
of incidents are malware/viruses, followed by target attacks.

1) PHYSICAL LAYER
Devices, including sensors and actuators, are in many cases
deployed on large and unattended environments. On the other
hand, communication capability, storage and data process-
ing power of these nodes are somewhat limited. As such,
traditional security mechanisms cannot be directly imple-
mented on the physical layer, which makes it vulnerable to
hacking and other kinds of malicious attacks. In addition,
from the physical point of view, devices can be damaged
by a physical attack, or their performance impacted due
to equipment malfunction. Electromagnetic interference is
another issue that can compromise the quality of raw data.
Moreover, cyber attacks can also occur at this level. For
instance, a Denial of Service (DoS) attack can be directed to
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any networked node, implying that the targeted device might
stop providing reliable services due to network bandwidth
overconsumption [43]. Data interception by hackers can also
take place in the physical layer. In this case, an actor would
intercept the communication channel and access transmitted
data, while in a tampering event an attacker would modify
a message. A sybil attack, on the other hand, compels a
single device to have multiple identities, while a passive
attack results in a collection of data by means of a sniffing
method [39]. As such, security in the physical layer should
involve the physical security of infrastructures, protection of
collected data and execution of commands.

2) NETWORK LAYER
The network layer supports communication between devices.
When the amount of data being relayed from node to node
or a sink exceeds the capacity of a link, it leads to network
congestion, and the overall system becomes partially com-
promised. Besides, gateway authentication and security poli-
cies between heterogeneous networks will also pose security
issues in this layer.

The main sort of attacks consists of interrupting or for-
warding the transmission of data. A routing attack interferes
with the routing process, by sending fake routing information.
A sink node attack aims to interrupt/block data transmission
between networks by compromising a sink device, while in a
black hole attack, the compromised device establishes routing
connections with other devices, and next discards received
packets, thus leading to a packet loss event [44]. In a flooding
attack, themalicious attacker aims at exhausting the resources
of network servers through a distributed DoS attack. In a
sinkhole attack, a compromised device will try to attract all
possible traffic from a particular region to itself. In a worm-
hole attack amalicious nodewill tunnel the packets it receives
over a separate low latency channel to another point in the
network. As such, the packets are sent from one malicious
node to the other using this side channel [41]. Finally, in a
selective forwarding attack, a malicious device deliberately
looses some or all received packets. Given the above issues,
it is crucial to ensure the security of communications in the
network layer, including data integrity, confidentiality and
consistency.

3) APPLICATION LAYER
The application layer is responsible for decision-making-
based tasks and for providing actuating commands to spe-
cific nodes. It includes a wide range of applications, with
various operating systems and security needs. The major
security threats stem from malicious software and privacy
requirements. The privacy of data in transmission, storage
and presentation is a critical requirement [39]. This demands
a stringent access control policy and authentication mech-
anisms, in order to ensure the protection of whole system.
On the other hand, viruses, trojan horses and other sort of
malware code in the application level can have a catastrophic
impact on the physical layer [40]. In addition, malicious

attackers can use or damage the system by forging control
commands.

III. RESILIENT ARCHITECTURE
Providing resilience to a CPS implies its operation under
an acceptable level of normalcy in response to disturbances,
including malicious attacks. In addition, the whole system
should be robust to faults and ‘‘thrive’’ or survive, even in
the aftermath of a successful attack. This requires maintain-
ing the awareness of the system status and the underlying
context.

The proposed architecture for resilience enhancement
is propped up on a distributed middleware, incorporating
a MAS with the implementation of dedicated algorithms.
The benefits of using agents within a distributed middleware
framework has already been pointed out by the authors,
although in a simplified way [45]. In the present work, that
conceptual architecture is further extended, presenting the
main agents and the underlying groups, which compose the
framework, as well as their inherent functionalities.

In this framework, three types of agents are considered.
Some are dedicated agents, tailored for executing specific
and coordinated tasks, depending on the location they are
deployed, and allowing the system to recover from specific
malfunctions. Others are shared agents, which are present in
all devices and layers. They guarantee the access to global
properties, such as the maintenance of the awareness of phys-
ical and cyber contexts of the system. Finally, master agents
allow the coordination of all subordinate agents located on
each device. Given the distributed nature of these systems,
the incorporation of agents provides flexibility in implement-
ing functionalities, wherever they may be needed. In case
a malfunction should be detected, the entire MAS has the
ability to react accordingly in order to provide or strengthen
the CPS resilience, while guaranteeing the safety status of
the system, until the problem is completely fixed. The MAS
is deployed along with the middleware, and uses collected
and generated data to infer the context and the status of the
underlying system. In the case of a compromising event,
it reacts to ensure the security, integrity and privacy of data.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed architecture.

As devices in a CPS commonly do not possess the same
features, each component has its own middleware, which
includes a set of agents with specific functionalities, dis-
tributed throughout the three main layers, depending on the
layer. They are configured to provide the required functional-
ities, so as to cope with recognized vulnerabilities and to deal
with malicious attacks.

Agents are grouped into five main groups: robust con-
trol agents, which ensure physical security and data quality;
cyber security agents aiming to maintain the privacy and
integrity of transmitted data; network reliability agents that
ensure the correct operation of the communication infrastruc-
ture; MAS manager agents, which allow the management of
the implemented MAS; master agent, which ensures proper
communication between subordinate agents. In the following,
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FIGURE 2. Proposed architecture.

these five groups are described, detailing by layer their main
features and functionalities.

A. ROBUST CONTROL AGENTS
The robust control group comprises dedicated agents that are
tailored to enhance the resilience with respect to control and
monitoring of a physical systems, and guaranteeing the phys-
ical security and data quality. Remote robust and adaptive
controllers are implemented through the underlying agents
on the application layer. This layer can also host other robust
control agents, such as those regarding the system models
and system identification tools, which are used to predict
the behavior of physical processes. In addition, it can also
include Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) mechanisms for
ensuring data quality and physical security of sensors and
actuators. The network layer incorporates local agents under
the form of controllers and models that allow safety con-
trol during application malfunctions or unavailability. In this
operation mode, a direct communication is established with
available sensors and actuators, to ensure a minimum level of
operational normalcy. Finally, the physical layer has deployed
sensors and actuators agents to enable the interaction with
exogenous systems. At this level, some FDI algorithms can
be locally implemented, depending on the devices, namely
for detecting and accommodating outliers.

B. CYBER SECURITY AGENTS
The cyber security agents group is devoted to deal with
prior identified vulnerabilities of a device, on which they

are deployed. Each layer includes a cyber security agent that
implements defense cyber mechanisms and provides dedi-
cated attack detection tools. In addition, another security level
is implemented within the messages agent, which checks the
structure and content of every transmitted message, in order
to detect possible malicious attacks.

C. NETWORK RELIABILITY AGENTS
The network reliability agents group is composed of shared
agents that cover all networked devices and aims to ensure
the awareness of the whole communication infrastructure.
In particular, the communication context agent is responsible
for assessing the state of the communication infrastructure.
These kind of agents exchange information among them,
in order to get awareness in real time of the status of com-
munications regarding all devices. Communications delays
agents check the time stamp of sent and received messages
for detecting possible deviations and anomalies.

D. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM MANAGER AGENTS
The MAS manager group is only deployed at the applica-
tion level. This group is composed of agents that enable
the configuration and monitoring of the MAS. The manager
agent is responsible for the management of the entire MAS,
while the report agent provides the user with information
about the current MAS status. The database agent allows the
storage of important information. Besides, this agent can also
have a database of the deployed agents to allow the remote
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programming by the manager agent, if a given problem with
an agent is detected.

E. MASTER AGENTS
All devices have a master agent, which is responsible for
ensuring the correct communication between subordinate
agents and other master agents. The master agent is also
responsible for guaranteeing that subordinate agents are
working properly. An agent malfunction may impact the
performance of thewhole system. For this purpose, themaster
agent periodically verifies the communication status with
subordinate agents, in order to check whether they are avail-
able. Algorithm 1 sketches the general main functions asso-
ciated with master agents. The main events that can occur are
presented in Table 2. As can be seen, the behavior of the mas-
ter agent depends on inputs from subordinate agents. When-
ever a master agent receives a message from a subordinate
agent, or from an external agent, a security check is carried
out within the cyber security group, in order to guarantee the
integrity and conformity of received messages. In addition,
other dedicated security agents work in the background, and
whenever a security event is detected, they report the event
to the corresponding master agent. If a given master agent
needs to send data to another device, subordinate agents in
the network reliability group will inform the corresponding
master agent about which devices are working properly on the
network, so as to decide where to send the data. Finally, mas-
ter agents are also responsible for activating the mechanisms
present in the robust control agents group, which guarantee an
acceptable level of performance for the whole system, in case
of disturbances.

Algorithm 1Master Agent

Start(subordinate agents);
while true do

Check agents;
ev← Event() ; /* wait for new event

*/
if Check message(ev) then
/* CyberSecurity */

Run command(ev) ; /* see Table 2

*/
else

Discard message;
Report to MAS manager;

end
end

As a remark, it should be stressed that the proposed
resilient architecture enhances the resilience of CPSs,
by addressing some of their critical vulnerabilities,
as described in section II-A. The framework does not assume
the infrastructure isolation of external network environments,
and takes into account cyber security policies, implemented
through agents included in the cyber security group, and
tailored to each particular device. To deal with heterogeneity

of components, local agents which are dependent on the
type and inherent characteristics of the underlying devices
are accordingly deployed. Moreover, the inherent security
vulnerabilities stemming from a diversity of communication
protocols are mitigated by implementing communications
through the distributed middleware. In this case, commu-
nication between devices are ensured by the corresponding
master agents, which guarantee compliance of messages.
The protection of data is dealt in the application layer,
by agents belonging to the cyber security group, which ensure
privacy and integrity of data, and provide mechanisms for
authorization and access control. The physical security of
sensors and actuators is addressed by agents included in
the robust control group. They implement FDI mechanisms
to assess the underlying physical status. Finally, the status
of communications and devices availability are taken into
account in the network reliability group. Information shared
among these agents allows to maintain an updated database
with the devices that are currently in normal operation and
those being compromised.

IV. CASE STUDY
A. TEST-BED DESCRIPTION
The test-bed (Fig. 3) consists of a three-tank system, eight
Crossbow TelosB wireless nodes, one single board computer,
an IPv6 network and three desktop computers. The AMIRA˙

DTS 200 three-tank system comprises three plexiglas cylin-
drical tanks supplied with distilled water. The liquid levels,
h1, h2 and h3, are measured through piezoresistive transduc-
ers sensors. The middle tank T3 is connected to the other two
tanks by means of circular cross-section pipes each including
a manual ball valve. The main outlet of the system is located
at tank T2, which is directly connected to the collecting
liquid reservoir, by means of a circular cross-section pipe
incorporating an outflow ball valve, while the bottom outflow
valves are assumed normally closed. This system is also
provided with two pumps, Pump1 and Pump2, for feeding
tanks T1 and T2 with distilled water (Fig. 4).

The WSAN infrastructure is built with Crossbow TelosB
nodes, which leverage several industry standards to inter-
operate with other physical devices, such as USB, IEEE
802.15.4 and Zigbee. These nodes consist of low power
wireless devices including native support for some of the
most used open source operating systems by WSN commu-
nity, namely TinyOS and Contiki. Supported network stacks
include 6LowPAN and IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power
and Lossy Networks (RPL) routing protocol. Each node has
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and Digital-to-Analog
Converter (DAC) ports, to which sensors and actuators can
be attached. The operating system used in the WSAN pro-
gramming is the Contiki.

The WSAN includes eight Crossbow TelosB nodes,
of which three nodes are configured as sensors (S1, S2, S3),
and used to collect the tanks’ levels, namely h1, h2 and h3,
while the two additional nodes are used as actuators (A1,A2)
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TABLE 2. Master agent events.

associated with the two pumps. Two extra nodes (IT1, IT2) are
used as intermediate nodes, on which the resilience enhance-
ment methods are deployed. Finally, a sink node (Sink) is
additionally included in the network, aiming to deploy a
border router, which allows the routing of WSAN and the
interaction with external networks through the gateway.

The gateway is implemented on a single board computer
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B. This device is a compact embedded
computer module based on a 900 MHz quad-core ARM
Cortex-A7 CPU with 1 GB RAM. It includes 4 USB ports,

40 GPIO pins, Full HDMI port, Ethernet port and a micro
SD card slot. The Raspberry Pi can run the full range of
ARM GNU/linux distributions. In this work, the Raspbian
has been chosen as the operating system. The sink node is
attached via a USB port to this single board computer, where
the Tunslip is running and the router implemented. All of
these devices allow IPv6 communication directly between
the WSAN nodes and the remaining system, creating a Serial
Line Protocol (SLIP) tunnel between the physical serial port
and the virtual network interface [46].
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FIGURE 3. Laboratory test-bed.

FIGURE 4. Three-tank system.

Three remote network devices located on PC1, PC2 and
PC3 allow the external interaction with the physical system

over the WSAN. The HMI, is implemented on PC1, through
which the entire system can be configured and current states
monitored, and allowing in addition interaction with a user.
With respect to the remote controllers, they are implemented
on PC2. These controllers are of Mamdani-type Fuzzy PID
controller (see [47]), being the control actions and readings
delivered through the WSAN. In PC3 a non-linear mathe-
matical model of the three-tank system described by (1) is
implemented [48]. This model is used as a soft-sensor, which
allows to estimate sensors readings, in case of a compromis-
ing event taking place on sensor nodes or on the network.

A
dh1
dt
= β1 × u1 − a13 × Sn× sgn(h1 − h3)

×
√
2g|h1 − h3|

A
dh3
dt
= a13 × Sn× sgn(h1 − h3)×

√
2g|h1 − h3|

− a32 × Sn× sgn(h3 − h2)×
√
2g|h3 − h2|
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A
dh1
dt
= β2 × u2 + a32 × Sn× sgn(h3 − h2)

×
√
2g|h3 − h2| − a20 × Sn×

√
2g× h2 (1)

Table 3 presents the corresponding model parameters.
These values were obtained through measurements and
optimization experiments performed on the AMIRA˙ DTS
200 three-tank system.

TABLE 3. AMIRA˙ DTS 200 parameters.

B. MULTI-AGENT FRAMEWORK
The multi-agent framework considered in this case study is
presented in Table 4. According to Fig. 1, agents are dis-
tributed over the application, communication networks and
sensors/actuators layers. Each agent belongs to one of the
groups defined in Fig. 2, and is responsible for a specific task,
and are coordinated by the corresponding master agent.

The following agents were implemented in this case study:

1) MASTER AGENT
The master agent main goal is to carry out extensive
management routines related to subordinate local agents
and to coordinate required communications. These agents
were implemented according to the guidelines described
in Section III-E.

2) SENSOR AGENT
The sensor agent belongs to the robust control group. This
agent is responsible for collecting data from the plant and
accommodating possible outliers in raw readings. The local
detection and accommodation of outliers is based on the
approach suggested in [49].

3) ACTUATOR AGENT
The actuator agent belongs to the robust control group, and is
responsible for sending a particular control action received at
the actuator node to the corresponding DAC port.

4) CONTROL AGENT
The control agent belongs to the robust control group. In the
control application, this agent receives sensor readings and
implements a control algorithm in order to return a control
action to be sent out through the WSAN. When deployed on
intermediate nodes IT1 and IT2, it implements a State Variable

Feedback (SVF) controller, by relying on the most recent
reference signal received from the server. Computed control
actions are subsequently sent to the corresponding actuator
node, whenever the remote controller control action is not
available. This SVF controller is designed taking into account
a linearised dynamic model of the plant.

5) MODEL AGENT
The model agent is included in the robust control group.
Its main goal is to predict the physical system behavior,
as well as other important components of the system. Addi-
tionally, this agent receives sensor readings and control
actions in order to update predictions of the plant behavior.
It is crucial to ensure a safe operation mode whenever the
sensors’ readings are not available. When deployed on the
model application, it incorporates a non-linear mathematical
model of the plant described by (1), whereas in the intermedi-
ate nodes IT1 and IT2 it assumes a linear discrete-time state-
space model derived from (1).

6) SAFETY AGENT
The safety agent belongs to the robust control group. It is
responsible for ensuring a provisional emergency mode in
case of a communication link breakdownwith actuator nodes.
In emergencymode, the actuator node feeds the systemwith a
control action pre-defined by the designer, which guarantees
its stabilization. This operation mode is only held for a short
time interval, in order to reset/resume communications. After
this time threshold is exceeded the system is shut down for
safety reasons.

7) REPORT AGENT
The report agent belongs to the MAS manager group.
It allows a safe interaction between users, agents and the
system, by processing users’ requests. This agent also pro-
vides users with relevant information regarding the system
operation and alarms.

8) SECURITY AGENT
The security agent belongs to the cyber security group. It is
responsible for analyzing important variables of the system
for coherence, as well as the structure of messages. It is inter-
nally definedwith admissiblemaximum andminimum values
for these variables. Whenever there are outside admissible
bounds an alarm message is triggered and sent to the HMI.
In addition, the underlying variable is adjusted to be within
the predefined threshold. The structure of the messages sent
and received by nodes and between agents is very stringent.
If the security agent detects any difference, a message error
is triggered and sent to the HMI, while the current message
is ignored.

9) CONTEXT AGENT
The context agent belongs to the network reliability group.
This agent is responsible for keeping the awareness of context
regarding communications. All components have one context
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TABLE 4. Multi-agent framework.

agent, which periodically checks the communications among
components. In the case of communication failure with any
of the nodes, these type of agents alert the corresponding
master agent where to send out the data, by temporarily recon-
figuring the network. A communication failure between two
nodes is detected when one node is unable to communicate
or receive a reply from another node, over three or more
sampling times.

C. EXPERIMENTS
In the following experiments, the control goal is to keep the
outputs from the three-tank system, namely the level of tanks
T1 and T2 (Fig. 3) at prescribed values. This is carried out by
feeding the two pumps, Pump1 and Pump2, with appropriate
control actions provided by the underlying controllers. Read-
ings are collected fromwireless sensors’ ADCs at a frequency
of 1 Hz, while actuating commands are sent to pumps at the
same frequency. Furthermore, in order to characterize theway
the system is operating, in terms of faulty events regarding the
whole system, Table 5 presents the possible operating states
for both the sensor and the actuator.

Regarding the figures showing results from experiments,
plots on the top show the true sensor reading in blue (OS),
the sensor value relayed through the WSAN and used by
controllers is shown in red (OW), while the reference signal
is presented in black (R). The middle plots correspond to
control actions, in which the blue color refers to the applied
control signal on wireless actuator nodes (IA), and the red
color represents the computed control action (RCS). Finally,
the bottom plots show the system status, where the blue color
corresponds to the sensor status and the red color to the
actuator status.

TABLE 5. Operating states.

1) NORMAL OPERATION
The first experiment concerns the case where the system is
in normal operation, with no faults or disturbances acting on
the system. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the corresponding behavior
of the three-tank system. In this scenario, the deployed MAS
collects readings from sensor nodes and feeds the actuator
with a control action provided by the remote controller,
through the corresponding DAC ports. As can be observed,
the levels of tanks T1 and T2 are driven to the underlying
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FIGURE 5. Normal operation: Tank T1. R-Reference, OS-Output sensor,
OW-Output WSAN, IA-Input actuator, RCS-Remote control signal.

reference levels, by means of a coordinate smooth behavior
of Pump1 and Pump2. Moreover, there are no faulty events
regarding the wireless sensors and actuators associated with
the T1 and T2, as can be confirmed from the bottom plots
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

2) JAMMING ATTACK
In the second experiment, a jamming attack was implemented
on the test-bed, in particular, on the sink node. This event
prevents the sink node from forwarding any data to nodes
and remote applications, thus compromising the gateway and
the link with remote devices. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the
results from an attack taking place between time 102 and
202 second. As can be observed, the resilience enhance-
ment MAS-based architecture is able to accommodate the
underlyingmalicious attack, allowing to keep T1 and T2 levels
around the most recent corresponding references, received
from the remote controller. This is achieved by incorporat-
ing a safeguard mechanism, in which the SVF controller
deployed on intermediate nodes IT1 and IT2 (control agent
in Table 4) computes the discrete-time actuating signal and
sends it to the corresponding actuator node. When the com-
munications are finally resumed, which happens after the
jamming attack is blocked, the normal operation of the entire

FIGURE 6. Normal operation: Tank T2. R-Reference, OS-Output sensor,
OW-Output WSAN, IA-Input actuator, RCS-Remote control signal.

system is re-established. In this scenario, given the unavail-
ability of communication with the remote controller, there
is a reconfiguration of the whole control system in order
accommodate the compromising event, and thus contributing
to a mitigated impact on the overall closed loop performance.
Table 6 shows some performance metrics associated with this
faulty event in Fault Sink description.

3) NODE LOST
The last experiment concerns the case of a node lost, where
communication with sensor node S1 is lost due to node mal-
function. This can be due to, for instance, a power failure,
congestion on the radio receptor or resulting from a cyber
attack. Fig. 9 shows just the results concerning tank T1. In this
scenario, when the node S1 is under a fault event between
time 102 and 202 second, the model agent deployed on the
model application (Table 4) sends a prediction for T1 output
to the underlying controller. As can be observed from Fig. 9,
the implemented MAS can effectively accommodate the
underlying wireless node malfunction, in such a way that the
impact of the faulty event on the closed loop performance is
effectively mitigated until the proper wireless sensor oper-
ation is restored. Table 6 shows some performance metrics
associated with this faulty event in Fault S1 description.
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FIGURE 7. Jamming attack: Tank T1. R-Reference, OS-Output sensor,
OW-Output WSAN, IA-Input actuator, RCS-Remote control signal.

TABLE 6. Performance metrics.

4) RESULTS DISCUSSION
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed architecture aim-
ing to improve the resilience of the closed loop system, four
performance metrics are used for the considered fault events,
with the corresponding values presented in Table 6. Two of
these metrics are based on the control error, namely the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) (2) and Mean of Absolute Error
(MAE) (3). They both allow to evaluate the benefits provided
by the proposed framework in order to accommodate faults.
The third metric allows the comparison between the normal
performance of the system and its operation in the case of

FIGURE 8. Jamming attack: Tank T2. R-Reference, OS-Output sensor,
OW-Output WSAN, IA-Input actuator, RCS-Remote control signal.

faulty events. This metric is regarded as a Quality Control
(QC) measure and is computed according to (4). The fourth
metric aims to address the reliability of the communication
infrastructure, which is dependent on the quality of communi-
cation, and is impacted by cyber vulnerabilities of the system.
The reliability is calculated according to (5).

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
101

202∑
k=102

[ref1(k)− h1(k)]2

+

√√√√ 1
101

202∑
k=102

[ref2(k)− h2(k)]2 (2)

MAE =
1
101

202∑
k=102

[|ref1(k)− h1(k)|

+ |ref2(k)− h2(k)|] (3)

QC(%) =

[∑
[ref1(k)− h1n(k)]2∑[
ref1(k)− h1f (k)

]2
+

∑
[ref2(k)− h2n(k)]2∑[
ref2(k)− h2f (k)

]2
]
× 100 (4)
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FIGURE 9. Node S1 lost: Tank T1. R-Reference, OS-Output sensor,
OW-Output WSAN, IA-Input actuator, RCS-Remote control signal.

with h1n and h2n the tanks’ levels in normal operation, and
h1f and h2f the tanks’ levels in fault operation.

Reliability(%) =

∑
pktact← +

∑
pktctrl←∑

pkt→act +
∑
pkt→ctrl

× 100 (5)

with pktact← received packets by actuators, pktctrl←sens
received packets by controllers, pkt→act the packets sent to
actuators and pkt→ctrl the packets sent to controllers.

Taking into account RMSE and MAE, the errors in normal
operation are similar to those in the case of intermediate
node IT1 and IT2 faults. When these nodes are compromised,
the MAS promptly detects this occurrence and promotes a
direct connection between the remote controller and the cor-
responding sensor and actuator. In the case of sensor faults,
the lack of noise in predicted outputs leads to a better behavior
of the remote controller, for a fault on S1. As for a fault
on S2, there is a larger error, which is due to model-plant
mismatch, stemming from non-linearities not included in the
model and related to the outflow from the system at tank T2.
When the communication with remote applications is lost,
the values of these metrics increase. Despite a quick reac-
tion from the MAS in launching local controllers, they have
slower dynamics than that of the remote controller. The same
conclusions can be drawn from the QC metric. In this case,
it can be observed that in two situations (fault on IT1 and S1)

the value of this metric is larger than 100%, meaning a better
system performance during these faults than in the normal
operation case.

The reliability metric shows clearly the effectiveness of
the proposed framework in redirecting the communications
and applying the necessary countermeasures to maintain the
correct operation of the whole system, in case of fault events
compromising communications. Packet loss is mostly due
to user-defined time threshold within the context agents.
It should be pointed out, however, that during a fault event,
the number of packets transmitted over the WSAN will natu-
rally increase, which leads to a higher likelihood of a packet
being lost.

Taking into account the reported experiments, it is clear
that the proposed architecture is invaluable in dealing, at least,
with the tested faults. This behavior highlights the rele-
vance of the framework in enhancing the overall resilience of
the CPS. Moreover, this architecture maintains an awareness
of the system status, along with the underlying context in
face of adverse events, allowing the CPS operation in an
acceptable level of normalcy.

As a remark, it should be stressed that although the consid-
ered case study does not have a high complexity, it is possible
to scale this approach up to more complex systems with a
greater number of devices. Given the distributed nature of
the architecture, the implemented agents are adapted to the
corresponding devices, taking into account their limitations.
However, in some networks the amount of messages trans-
mitted between agents may compromise the effectiveness of
the approach. In such scenarios, the underlying CPS can be
split into smaller sub-systems, which will be interconnected
with a more effective network.

V. CONCLUSION
A distributed middleware based on a hierarchical multi-agent
framework is proposed in this work to enhance the resilience
of CPSs over heterogeneous networks. The CPS is analyzed
taking into account its layers, namely the physical, network
and application layers, where the main vulnerabilities and
the potential physical and cyber attacks are discussed. These
vulnerabilities were addressed based on five groups of agents,
namely master agents, MAS manager, robust control agents,
cyber security agents and network reliability agents, which
provide the necessary flexibility and countermeasures. They
allow deploying specific functions, to address cyber secu-
rity and physical security issues. The developed hierarchical
methodology embeds and prioritizes incoming information to
ensure state and context awareness, which is used in accom-
modating resilience-compromising events. A case study con-
sisted of a CPS test-bed was considered in order to assess the
feasibility and performance enhancement capabilities of the
proposed framework. Based on three experiments, including
a normal operation, a jamming attack on the sink node and
a sensor node loss, the effectiveness and relevance of the
proposed approach in dealing with malicious attacks and
faults on CPS devices has been demonstrated.
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